
WSU is one of only two research universities nationally 
with an undergraduate degree in data analytics 

Do you want a career in the booming 
data analytics industry?

Data Analytics
WSU North Puget Sound at Everett

Data Analytics tools and techniques are used 
by many different industries to create, manage, 
explore and analyze large, complex datasets, 
in order to evaluate past performance, predict 
future trends and make better decisions. There 
has been an explosion of demand for skilled 
data analysts who can communicate, solve 
problems and work effectively in teams.

You’ll be prepared for jobs managing:

Business Data Analytics  •  Data Architecture  
•  Market Research Analytics  •  Financial Risk 

Assessment  •  Management Consulting  •  
Data Architecture  •  Business Intelligence/

Operations  •  Consumer Preferences  •  
Inventory Control

Find out more at:
everett.wsu.edu/data_analytics

The broad support for the new data analytics 
degree at Washington State University 
is unprecedented. Offered jointly by the 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics in 
the College of Arts and Sciences and the School 
of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
in the Voiland College of Engineering and 
Architecture, the program includes substantial 
contributions from faculty in the Carson 
College of Business, the College of Agricultural, 
Human and Natural Resource Sciences and the 
College of Education.



The WSU data analytics core curriculum and specialization tracks develop strong technical skills 
and working knowledge of an application area, combined with strong communication skills and 
the ability to work in teams.

The bachelor of science in data analytics requires:

  •  Core courses in mathematics, statistics, computer science and philosophy
  •  Completion of a specialization track
  •  Satisfaction of WSU UCORE general education requirements
  •  Electives sufficient to complete a minimum of 120 credits overall

Students can transfer into the data analytics program from a variety of academic backgrounds, 
though additional time to graduation may be required if core coursework is lacking. The more 
core certification courses that are completed prior to transferring, the sooner you can certify in 
the program.
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Lower Division Core Courses

  Math 171: Calculus I

  Math 172: Calculus II

  Math 220: Linear Algebra

  CPTS/STAT 115: Intro to Data Analytics

  CPTS 215: Data Analytics Systems & 
  Algorithms

  And one of: CPTS 121 or 131: Program 
  design and develop. (C/++, Java)

  And one of: CPTS 122 or 132: Data 
  Structures (C/++, Java)

Certification Requirements

  •  Complete all lower division core courses  
      with a GPA of 2.5 or higher

  •  Cumulative GPA of 2.5 or higher

  •  Transfer students must have a 3.0 GPA
     and accepted course-equivalents for core 
     courses

If you have any questions about equivalent courses at your current college or about completing 
your bachelor’s degree, contact our academic coordinator—we can help you work out a 
personalized transfer plan.

Contact Us
Whatever you need—transcript review, finding equivalent 
courses at your current college, internship information, a 
campus visit—we’re ready to answer your questions.

Visit Us
Visit us at the Everett University Center, Gray Wolf Hall 106,
on the Everett Community College campus.

Anna McLeod
Academic Coordinator
425-405-1750
anna.mcleod2@wsu.edu
everett.wsu.edu/data_analytics


